Electron Microscopic Analysis of Membrane Assemblies Formed by the Bacterial Chemotaxis Receptor Tsr
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The serine receptor (Tsr) from Escherichia coli is representative of a large family of transmembrane receptor proteins that mediate bacterial motility by influencing signal transduction pathways. Tsr and other chemotaxis receptors form patches in the inner membrane that are often localized at the poles of the bacteria. In an effort to understand the structural constraints that dictate the packing of receptors in the plane of the membrane, we have used electron microscopy to examine ordered assemblies of Tsr in membrane extracts isolated from cells engineered to overproduce the receptor. Three types of assemblies were observed: ring-like “micelles” with a radial arrangement of receptor subunits, two-dimensional crystalline arrays with approximate hexagonal symmetry, and “zippers,” which are receptor bilayers that result from the antiparallel interdigitation of cytoplasmic domains. The registration among Tsr molecules in the micelle and zipper assemblies was sufficient for identification of the receptor domains and for determination of their contributions to the total receptor length. The overall result of this analysis is compatible with an atomic model of the receptor dimer that was constructed primarily from the X-ray crystal structures of the periplasmic and cytoplasmic domains. Significantly, the micelle and zipper structures were also observed in fixed, cryosectioned cells expressing the Tsr receptor at high abundance, suggesting that the modes of Tsr assembly found in vitro are relevant to the situation in the cell.
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transmethylation of receptor dimers (22, 26, 44), (iii) the stoichiometry of receptor-CheW-CheA complexes and the cooperativity of ligand-mediated inhibition of kinase activity (5, 24, 25), and (iv) the interdependency of signaling and response sensitivity among receptors of different ligand specificities (1, 16). These data provide the impetus to obtain direct structural information of intact receptors in membranes. Electron and light microscopy studies conducted so far localize the receptors and cytoplasmic signaling proteins at the poles of the E. coli cell (7, 30, 41), and although these represent an important step in defining the properties of receptor complexes in the cell, the resolution is insufficient for determination of the disposition of individual subunits. Consequently, little information is available that defines, for example, the orientation of the cytoplasmic domains with respect to the plane of the membrane or the lateral distribution of subunits.

To obtain a better understanding of the arrangement of the receptors in the cell membrane, we have carried out an electron microscopic study on isolated receptor-containing membrane preparations and on cryosections of an antibody-labeled E. coli Tsr overexpressor. Images recorded from negatively stained specimens of the membrane extracts are sufficiently well defined to generate plausible interpretations of receptor subunit orientation and intersubunit arrangements. Although some of these interactions are consistent with the known packing of the soluble domains, others are novel. Moreover, arrangements of receptor subunits similar to those observed in the membrane extracts also appear to be present in whole cells, suggesting that such interactions have physiological relevance.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Bacteria strains, plasmids, and biochemical reagents.** E. coli strain RP437 is wild type for chemotaxis (35). The plasmids pHSe5.TsrQEQE and pHSe5.TsrQQQQ contain the genes encoding wild-type CheA and CheW, respectively (where QEQE and QQQQ denote the amino acid composition at the sites of methylation [Tsr residues 297, 304, 311, and 493]) and thus direct IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside)-regulated expression of E. coli Tsr in wild-type and fully modified forms, respectively (37). The E. coli strain HC721 (revertant genotype: Δ[trg::Tn10]/(cheY23-2::XhoI/cheA::Tn10) (19) [i.e., not expressing any receptors Tar, Tsr, Trg, and Tap or the cytoplasmic signaling proteins CheA and CheW (found in receptor complexes)] or CheB (the enzyme involved in altering the level of receptor covalent modification). HC721 transformed with pHSe5.Tsr maintains overproduced Tsr in the genetically coded state of covalent modification. The detergents, Tween 80, octyl glucoside (OG), and nonylglucoside (NG), were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Mo.) and Anachroce (Maumee, Ohio).

**Preparation and electron microscope analysis of inner membrane samples.** Inner membranes containing TsrQEQE were prepared from HC721/pHSe5.TsrQEQE by osmotic shock, isolated on sucrose gradients as described previously (27, 34), and stored at −80°C in pH 8.0 buffer (10 mM Tris HCl, 5% [wt/vol] glycerol, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 1 mM EDTA). The inner membranes were treated with detergent in the manner described by Corels et al. (10) prior to electron microscopic analysis. Although a range of conditions (noted in parentheses as follows) were tested, detergent treatment typically consisted of a 4-h incubation (2 to 20 h) of 5 μM Tsr (3 to 30 μM) at 20°C with a Tween 80 concentration of 0.3% (wt/vol) (0.03 to 2.0%) and sometimes also OG or NG (0.01 to 0.1%) in a pH 7.5, 50 mM Tris buffer with 100 mM NaCl, 10% [wt/vol] glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM AEBSF [4-(2-aminoethyl)-benzene sulfonyl fluoride]. No degradation of Tsr was observed on sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide electrophoresis gels following these treatments. To determine the extent to which the detergent treatment extracted lipid and protein from the membrane, some samples were subjected to centrifugation (30 min at 180,000 × g) and the protein and phospholipid contents in the supernatant and pellet fractions were measured by the Lowry (Bio-Rad DC protein assay kit; catalog no. 500-0111) and phosphot (8) assays, respectively. The fraction of Tsr in the pellet and the supernatant following detergent treatment was also estimated by densitometric analysis of Coomassie-stained SDS gels. For electron microscopy, the preparations were deposited on glow-discharged, carbon-coated grids. At 30 s after the application of a membrane sample (3 μl), grids were prepared for microscopy by two (45 s) washes in detergent-free, low-ionic-strength Tris buffer, stained in 1% uranyl acetate (10 s), and blotted dry. Images were recorded using a Tecnai 12 electron microscope operating at 120 kV and equipped either with a tungsten filament or an LaB6 crystal and a Gatan 2k × 2k charge-coupled device camera.

**Results**

The detergent-treated inner membranes isolated from E. coli cells induced to overexpress the wild-type form of Tsr (TsrQEQE) were observed by conventional transmission electron microscopy of negatively stained specimens. Regular assemblies of receptor subunits were found; Fig. 2 presents a sample of the assemblies seen in a large membrane aggregate. Three distinct modes of assembly can be identified, which are referred to as crystalline (c), micellar (m), and zipper (z)
by virtue of the visual similarity each bears to its namesake. Hybrid structures (e.g., micelle-zipper and micelle-crystallite assemblies) were also observed, which serve to indicate how the different forms join and/or interconvert. We attribute these structures to the Tsr protein, since they are not observed in membranes isolated from control cells from which the major chemoreceptor genes (\textit{tar}, \textit{tsr}, \textit{trg}, and \textit{tap}) were deleted and since SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis analysis of the inner membrane protein composition isolated from the over-expressor demonstrates that Tsr proteins are present in an overwhelming majority. Treatment with Tween 80 solubilized ca. 65% of the membrane phospholipid and less than 10% of Tsr, but as a consequence, the large membrane aggregates were often separated so that the crystalline, micellar, and zippered structures were observable as individual entities. The orientation and gross conformation of the Tsr subunits are readily apparent in the separated assemblies. As described below, observations of the three types of subunit assembly allow us to conclude that (i) there is significant agreement between the overall structure of the Tsr subunit in the membrane samples and the model of the chemoreceptor dimer (judged on the basis of X-ray structure data of the periplasmic and cytoplasmic domains) (Fig. 1) (19) and (ii) the packing interactions among Tsr dimers in the membrane assemblies, while compatible with the trimer-of-dimer arrangement, also display a novel and specific interdigitating interaction in the zipper-like assembly.

**Ordered two-dimensional assemblies.** Figure 3a, an electron microscope image of a negatively stained specimen of detergent-treated Tsr inner membrane, displays two examples of ordered receptor arrays connected to micellar structures. The arrays in Fig. 3a can be plausibly interpreted as projections of membrane patches viewed from a perspective perpendicular to the plane of the membranes. Although the arrays were limited in extent (\( \sim 10^3 \) Å), it was possible to conduct a preliminary analysis of the subunit arrangement in the membrane by generating a Fourier transform (Fig. 3b) of the boxed region in Fig. 3a, which was found to be an approximately hexagonal lattice with a unit cell dimension of 75 Å and a corresponding unit cell area of \( \sim 5,000 \) Å\(^2\). An estimate of the number of Tsr receptor subunits that is compatible with this unit cell area is
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**FIG. 2.** Electron micrograph from a negatively stained inner-membrane sample (isolated from an \textit{E. coli} strain that overexpresses Tsr\textsubscript{GEOQ}) which was treated with 0.3% Tween 80. Zippers (z), micelles (m), and crystalline patches (c), which are three types of structures that are characteristic of these preparations, can be seen in this micrograph. Scale bar, 100 nm.
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**FIG. 3.** (a) An electron micrograph of a negatively stained, ordered two-dimensional array of Tsr in a membrane sample that was incubated with detergent (Tween 80 = 0.08% [w/v], [OG] = 0.1% [w/v]) for 12 h. Scale bar, 100 nm. (b) The optical transform generated from the region of ordered Tsr molecules (corresponding to the boxed region in panel a) roughly corresponds to a lattice with constants \( a = -75 \) Å, \( b = -75 \) Å, and \( \gamma = -60^\circ \).
based on the following reasoning. The average cross-sectional area observed in a well-ordered two-dimensional protein crystal for an $\alpha$-helix perpendicular to the membrane plane is $\sim 180$ Å² (18). Since the ligand-binding domain of the Tsr receptor subunit is a bundle of four helices (Fig. 1) that are likely to be nearly perpendicular to the membrane, each receptor subunit has an approximate cross-sectional area of 800 Å² in loosely packed crystals like those observed in our samples. Thus, each unit cell is large enough to accommodate six (or fewer) Tsr molecules, i.e., three dimers, which is consistent with the trimer-of-dimer packing suggested by Kim et al. (20).

**Micellar assemblies.** In the crystal structure of the Tsr cytoplasmic domain (Fig. 1), the trimer-of-dimers arrangement is due to subunit interactions near the coiled-coil hairpin. Similarly, in the micellar assemblies presented in Fig. 4, the cytoplasmic domains are analogous to the spokes of a wheel, which connect at the hub through subunit interactions that have a strong resemblance to the trimer-of-dimer interaction. The resemblance is depicted in the enlarged image of this micellar structure, shown at the right in Fig. 4, in which silhouettes of two dimers are placed at the hub. The cytoplasmic domains radiate outward and are bounded by an annulus that is probably composed of lipid, detergent, and receptor transmembrane segments. In some cases, the peripheral domains can be discerned outside the lipid ring, as expected from this packing arrangement. Characteristic radial dimensions were measured for several micellar structures, including those shown in Fig. 4, and are summarized as averages in angstroms ± standard deviations as follows: radius of hairpin contact ($r_{HH}$), 52 ± 5 ($n = 11$); radius at the membrane inner edge ($r_I$), 245 ± 13 (11); radius at the membrane outer edge ($r_O$), 300 ± 16 (11); and outermost radius ($r_P$), 362 ± 32 (3). Estimates of the characteristic dimensions of the receptor, e.g., the end-to-end length, were determined as differences of two radial dimensions, e.g., $r_P - r_H$, on each micellar assembly individually and then averaged. The result of this analysis is presented in Table 1 for both the micellar and (as discussed below) the zippered assemblies. Dimensions estimated from the electron micrographs of the two types of assemblies are in good agreement. The measured estimate for the end-to-end length of the receptor (310 Å) is $\sim 20\%$ shorter than the length of the receptor dimer model described by Kim et al. (19).

**Zipper assemblies.** Two prominent features of the zippered assemblies shown in Fig. 5 are the bilateral symmetry and the parallel striations perpendicular to the zipper axis; these features allow us to deduce that the zippered structure represents a bilayer of interdigitating receptors. The transmembrane region of the receptor serves to maintain the alignment among the individual subunits, which lie alongside one another in

---

**TABLE 1.** Receptor dimensions determined from micelle and zipper assemblies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension $^a$</th>
<th>Avg dimension ± SD in Å (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Micelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of ligand binding domain ($\rho$)</td>
<td>62 ± 8 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid membrane thickness ($\theta$)</td>
<td>55 ± 5 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of linker region ($\ell$)</td>
<td>33 ± 3 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlap length ($\sigma$)</td>
<td>193 ± 11 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall length of receptor</td>
<td>310 ± 12 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ See Fig. 5 legend for explanation of dimension notation.
ribbon-like fashion. The alignment among the subunits facilitates the identification of the receptor domains and makes clear the correspondence to the domains in the receptor dimer model (Fig. 1). The regularity of the overlap (65 ± 6 Å [Table 1]) implies the existence of specific contacts between the cytoplasmic domains in opposing leaflets and gives rise to the double-layer arrangement. The cross-sectional areas of the periplasmic and cytoplasmic domains in the receptor dimer are determined largely by the number of α-helices in each domain (eight and four helices, respectively). Interdigitation effectively doubles the close-packed area on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (from four helices to eight), and as a result, the cross-sectional areas on the two sides of the membrane are expected to be essentially equivalent, facilitating parallel alignment of the opposing leaflets in the receptor bilayer (as depicted in the illustration in Fig. 5).

The interdigitating interaction may prove to be a feature common to all MCP assemblies of this type, owing to the high degree of sequence conservation near the hairpin (21). Electron microscopic observations of two other MCPs are consistent with the presence of an interdigitating interaction. First, the periodic striations across the Tsr zippered assemblies resemble the striations seen in reconstituted lamellar microcrystals of the E. coli ribose/galactose receptor (Trg) (4). Second, the arrangement of the Salmonella aspartate receptor (Tar) cytoplasmic domain within soluble supramolecular signaling...
complexes (that also contain CheW and CheA) is compatible with a similar type of interdigitating interaction.

Measurements of the other dimensions in representative zippered assemblies of Tsr, including an estimate of the probable end-to-end length of the receptor, are provided in Table 1. As in the case of micellar assemblies, the measured receptor length is ~20% shorter than that described for the model of Kim et al. (19) (Fig. 1). Given the known limitations for the interpretation of biological macromolecular structure from negatively stained electron microscope specimens, it is difficult to assert with certainty the reason for the difference in the two estimates, but based on several pieces of information, a more compact arrangement of the polypeptide in the linker region (Fig. 1) provides a plausible explanation for the discrepancy between the measured end-to-end length and the end-to-end length predicted in the model. First, detailed structural information about the linker is unavailable, although it is known by a conserved sequence motif (2) and an amphipathic a-helical character (6). Second, while the model plausibly depicts the linker as an extension of the second transmembrane a-helix (given the available structural information), it is a relatively uncompact conformation that reduces the cross-section in this portion of the receptor dimer to that of two a-helices. Third, the zippered assemblies depicted in Fig. 5 often show a region highlighted by the stain at a location in the cytoplasmic domain that is consistent with the position of the linker domain in the primary sequence of MCPs (Fig. 1) (2). Finally, a comparison of the measured (Table 1) versus model-generated lengths (19) of the periplasmic, transmembrane, and cytoplasmic domains shows that the agreement is poorest between the two lengths estimated for the cytoplasmic domain (190 Å [Table 1] versus 260 Å [19]).

To further assess whether or not this difference is meaningful, we tested for specimen shrinkage under our experimental conditions by measuring the accurately known repeat dimension in the tail striations of T4 phage (33). These experiments showed that the shrinkage of the tail striation repeat was no more than ~5% (data not shown), although we cannot exclude the possibility that there is a different extent of shrinkage in the Tsr membrane assembly specimens. Taking all of these observations together, we suggest that the highlighted feature in the zippered assemblies (Fig. 5) reflects a more compact structure in the polypeptide chain than the extended a-helix depicted in the model. Apart from this one (but potentially important) difference, the dimensions determined from the electron micrographs are in reasonable agreement with the dimensions of the model, lending support both to the model and to our interpretation of the subunit arrangements in the electron microscope images.

In situ imaging in cell sections. To determine whether the assemblies observed in the extracted membranes also occur in the intact cell, we recorded images from E. coli wild-type and Tsr overexpressor strains which had been fixed with glutaraldehyde, sectioned under cryogenic conditions, and labeled with an a-Tsr antibody that binds to the highly conserved cytoplasmic signaling domain. Projection images of wild-type E. coli sections (data not shown) exhibited specific labeling of receptors localized mainly at the cell poles, in agreement with previous observations (30). In the Tsr overexpressor, receptor labeling is distributed around the periphery of the cell and labeled regions also project into the interior of the cell (Fig. 6), suggesting that the cell becomes filled with membranous structures. Moreover, the images from the Tsr overexpressor clearly possess features that bear a striking resemblance to the zippered and micellar assemblies seen in the isolated membrane preparation (Fig. 6), which demonstrates that the assemblies observed in vitro have relevance for receptor subunit interactions in vivo. A detailed investigation (using electron microscope tomography) of the three-dimensional arrangement of zippered and micellar assemblies in the cell is to be presented elsewhere (J. Lefman et al., submitted for publication).
**DISCUSSION**

The work described here demonstrates that membranes containing Tsr can arrange themselves into a variety of structures with strong interactions between neighboring subunits and, in the case of the zippered assemblies, nonlocal interactions between membranes. In other examples of E. coli membrane protein overexpression (3, 11, 43), extended membrane structures form that are enriched in the overexpressed protein. Often, these protein-lipid assemblies are long cylinders, an organization that is compatible with proteins in which the major portion of the polypeptide is embedded within the lipid bilayer. In contrast, a prominent feature of the Tsr-containing membrane preparations is the extensive interaction among the extramembranous portions of the receptor subunits, in particular the cytoplasmic domains. Many of these interactions are compatible with the subunit interactions in the X-ray structures of the soluble domains (19, 45). Specifically, the hexagonal arrangement of subunits in ordered arrays and the hairpin contacts observed in micellar assemblies are consistent with the trimer-of-dimer interaction found in the crystal structure of the Tsr cytoplasmic domain.

The interdigitating cytoplasmic domain in the zippered assemblies represents a novel subunit interaction that may be common to all MCPs, since it occurs within a region of high sequence identity (21) and it is compatible with electron microscopic observations on detergent-solubilized, reconstituted Trg microcrystals (4) and soluble signaling complexes containing the Tar cytoplasmic fragment (14). The occurrence of interdigitation in cryosections of the Tsr overexpressor strain demonstrates that this type of interaction can also occur in the cell when Tsr is expressed at a high level. The extent to which the interactions observed with the elevated Tsr expression levels reflect the behavior of receptors at normal (wild-type) levels of expression remains to be determined. This issue has relevance to biochemical investigations of receptor function, which are often conducted either with cells that have elevated levels of receptor or with membranes isolated from these cells (5, 15, 22–27).

The notion that the receptor protein in the overexpressed state is functional in vivo has support from the observation that at moderate levels of Tar overexpression (but normal levels of the cytoplasmic signaling proteins), the increase in the adaptation time of a cell in response to an aspartate stimulus is approximately commensurate with the degree of overexpression (38). This property is consistent with the interpretation that in the overexpressed state, the majority of the receptors in these cells can be methylated. Still, the relationship between overexpression and biochemical function is complex, particularly with respect to receptor-mediated kinase activation and regulation, in which the subunit stoichiometry in the receptor-kinase complex may have a significant influence on the signaling properties of the complex. With the growing appreciation of the importance of receptor arrays in signaling (1, 16, 20, 23, 40), these electron microscopic observations contribute to and illustrate an approach for the further development of our understanding of the architecture of signaling complexes in the cell.
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